Manchester
the living face

Every minute
of every hour
of every day
of every week
you can see

the living face of Manchester
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NCTIVE
Five years on from the devastating IRA bomb attack of 1996,
Manchester has seen the completion of the first phase
of its redevelopment. The city centre has a new and highly
distinctive face.
This transformation is being driven by the City

city centre being clear testimony to the

Council in partnership with a range of public and

confidence and enthusiasm across all sectors.

private sector partners to deliver a new city centre.
And deliver it has – through a programme of
major project completions that have changed the
character of Manchester forever.

The beginning is complete, but the on-going
process is still gathering pace. Unrivalled
opportunities exist for forward-looking
businesses to benefit by playing a part in the

November 1999: the opening of the stunning

transformation of Manchester – and ensure that

Exchange Square and the new Marks & Spencer

it remains a world class international city.

flagship store.
August 2000: the refurbished Corn Exchange

Be a part of new Manchester.

reopened to great acclaim as The Triangle.
November 2000: the opening of the eagerly
awaited Printworks – a family leisure and
entertainment centre for the new Millennium.
Much more is yet to come. The momentum
continues as the city moves into the final phases
of its £1.5 billion regeneration programme,
with countless new developments across the

Howard Bernstein,
Chief Executive, Manchester City Council
Councillor Richard Leese,
Leader, Manchester City Council
Michael Oglesby,
Chairman, Manchester City Centre
Management Company Ltd

SOPHIS

TICATED
The growth of the city’s retail sector has been nothing short of
breathtaking, with Manchester now the undisputed shopping
capital of the North.
King Street has long been established as a

The Triangle at Corn Exchange presents visitors

prestigious place to shop and has been home

with a fresh, inviting environment containing

to Armani, DKNY and Hugo Boss for some time.

thirty designer and lifestyle shops.

With the region’s tremendous appetite for top

These are ably supported by

brands proven beyond doubt, it was inevitable

innovative food and drink concepts

that other major names would move into

such as Conran’s Zinc Bar & Grill and

King Street, including Calvin Klein, Whistles,

the Jigsaw Kitchen.

Diesel and Joseph.

Many of the city’s largest

The development of 55 King Street has provided

stores have enjoyed major

yet more to tempt those with a love of the good

refurbishments, including

life. Bang & Olufsen offers objects of desire,

Debenhams, Kendals, Bhs and Littlewoods.

whilst food and drink retailers like Raymond

Boots’ hugely successful £12 million flagship

Blanc’s Le Petit Blanc restaurant, Reform and

development is already being enhanced with the

Chez Gerrard maintain the sophisticated appeal

company’s new Well Being concept.

of this area.

Market Street, its refurbishment to be completed

Marks & Spencer’s flagship building provides a

during 2001, has attracted important new-

spectacular centrepiece which will soon be

generation operators like H&M, Primark and TK

shared with Selfridges. The Corporation Street

Maxx. The Manchester Arndale Centre, already

frontage now has retail units facing M&S from

remodelled on its western frontage, is about to

the east. To the west is the quality retail

undergo major re-development including

development of Shambles West, soon to welcome

internal remodelling and new retail provision on

a new Harvey Nichols department store.

its northern frontage.

RE

LAXED
Leisure in Manchester has never been so exciting or varied,
no matter what kind of experience visitors are looking for.
The Printworks is a landmark in leisure

The Great Northern experience backs directly

developments, its 400,000 sq ft dedicated to top

onto Deansgate Locks, an exciting new

quality family entertainment and leisure. Within

canalside development of bars with its own

its cavernous, wonderfully theatrical interior are

boardwalk and featuring the first Comedy Store

cafés, restaurants and bars, while at the heart of

outside London. This new area

the complex is a futuristic 20-screen UCI multiplex

complements the existing urban

boasting the first IMAX 3D cinema in the North

heritage park of Castlefield nearby,

West. Together with The Triangle and the new

itself the scene of dynamic on-going

M&S store, the Printworks presents a stunning

leisure and residential development.

frontage to Exchange Square, to be serviced by

Whilst on Oxford Street, The Circus

the new transport interchange on Shudehill for

is a new 130,000 sq ft leisure

buses, trams and parking for 800 cars.

destination including a nightclub,

At the other end of Deansgate, the Great
Northern Experience is transforming the
southern side of the city centre. Fronted by a
new public square surrounded by bars and
restaurants, it contains exciting retail and
leisure opportunities, along with 1400 car
parking spaces.

casino and bars.

EL

EGANT
With visitor numbers soaring, Manchester is now the
UK’s third most popular destination for overseas visitors,
all guaranteed a memorable stay.
Manchester, with its newly opened second

The city also has increased its three-star capacity

runway, is a European city that’s perfectly placed

with the arrival of Jury’s, Ibis and no fewer than

to accommodate visitors from around the world,

three Premier Lodges.

whether they come for business or pleasure.

Manchester is also an inspiring place to eat out,

The G-Mex Exhibition Centre and Bridgewater

whatever your taste. At the casual end of the

Hall are both already established as world-

market are renowned names like Hard Rock

class facilities, while the new International

Cafe, Tiger Tiger, Wagamama and many more.

Convention Centre gives the city a purpose built

New world-class restaurants are also opening

conferencing capacity.

up. Raymond Blanc’s Le Petit Blanc, Conran’s

Hotel beds have increased significantly.
The stylish Malmaison Hotel has added a further
sixty rooms, while the established Jarvis
Piccadilly and Crowne Plaza Midland are both set

Zinc Bar & Grill, Croma and Chez Gerrard now
complement Manchester favourites like
Simply Heathcotes, The Lincoln, Nico’s Central
and Reform.

for major refurbishments. The Ramada has

Chinatown, home to Europe’s second largest

recently been upgraded and re-branded as the

Chinese community, continues to develop.

Renaissance. Rocco Forte’s Lowry Hotel is now

The choice of eating places is enormous, from

open on the banks of the River Irwell, while

exciting restaurants like the Kwokman and

other prestige hotels are due to start shortly on

Pacific, to the world-famous Yang Sing.

Deansgate in the Great Northern area and at the
Free Trade Hall.

STU

NNING
Magnificent open spaces where people can relax and enjoy
the city centre atmosphere have always been part of the
Manchester masterplan.
With its crisp, simple architecture using pleasing

amphitheatre for events and entertainments

natural textures, Exchange Square provides a

complete with surrounding bars and restaurants.

stunning new focal point for this end of the city
centre. The three major developments
surrounding it are now complete, each one
adding to the total character of the area in its
own distinctive way.

A dramatically remodelled Piccadilly
Gardens is well underway as part of
a £100m programme of
refurbishment and improvement
which includes the former Piccadilly

Close by, many more new investment

Plaza and hotel. It will become

opportunities present themselves in Arndale

another of Manchester’s superb

North and Shambles West which, when taken

public open spaces along with Castlefield and

up, will complete this area.

Cathedral Gardens. Spinningfields, the largest

On the other side of the historic Corn Exchange,
a new park is taking shape around the cathedral
– a pleasing mix of trees, gardens and a piazza
bounded by The Triangle, the new URBIS Centre
and Victoria Station.
Just a short walk along Deansgate, the
Great Northern Square provides a natural

development area in the city centre, will offer a
range of quality investment opportunities across
the residential, leisure, retail and office sectors,
complemented by a new public area around
Crown Square.

CUL

LT U R E D
Art, music, theatre, dance, heritage – Manchester is passionate
about all forms of cultural activity and is investing heavily to
enjoy the very best.
The Bridgewater Hall has quickly become

Major cultural institutions in the city have

established as a leading European venue for the

enjoyed development for a new generation

performance arts, while the MEN Arena gives

of visitors. The City Art Gallery

Manchester a purpose-built 19,000-seat

will re-open in 2002, doubling

stadium which regularly welcomes the biggest

both its size and the number

acts in the world.

of exhibits it can display.

For entertainment on a more intimate scale
there are innumerable bars and clubs around the
city offering every kind of live music from dance
to sophisticated jazz. You can also enjoy a lot of
laughs with your drink at the new Comedy Store
in Deansgate Locks.
The Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester’s
nationally renowned theatre in the round,
has re-opened its doors after major upgrading.
With its new state of the art sound and lighting
systems, additional 120 seat studio theatre and
improved café and bar areas, it is undoubtedly a
magnificent facility and even better than ever.

There have also been welcome
extensions to Manchester
Museum and the city’s Museum
of Science & Industry, enhancing the quality of
their facilities even further.
Finally, Manchester’s cultural map has a new
landmark in the shape of the URBIS Centre.
Currently rising up out of the ground within the
heart of Millennium Quarter, the centre is a
ground-breaking educational and cultural
experience housed within a state-of-the-art
building. There’s no doubt it will give Manchester
a major new attraction for tourists, families
and students alike.

H

O M E LY
Manchester is now a true 24-hour city as more and more people
choose to call the city centre home.
In 1990, fewer than a thousand people lived in

Centred on Manchester’s award-winning

the city centre. Now that figure is nearly 10,000

residential developments, there are complete

and it’s still growing fast. Thanks to city support

new communities emerging. Facilities to

for the work of some of the UK’s most dynamic

complement city living such as

young development companies, Manchester

delicatessens and late night shops are

provides a wide choice of stylish and desirable

already springing up, with Metrolink,

urban accommodation, much of which is in

bus services and a new transport

areas that were previously derelict.

interchange providing the all-important

Developments around Canal Street and

city transport links.

Castlefield began the trend, supplemented by

The future for Manchester city living

strong new growth within the Northern Quarter

couldn’t be more exciting. New

and Piccadilly. There have also been a number of

developments are taking place in

notable developments in the prestige sector

Shambles West, Spinningfields, Ancoats Urban

including The Grand, Century Buildings,

Village, the Northern Quarter and City South.

Deansgate Quay, Britannia Mills and the

Looking further ahead, Southern Gateway,

exclusive No.1 Deansgate.

St Georges and the surrounding peripheral
areas all offer outstanding new mixed use
development opportunities.

REF

LEC TIVE
Manchester’s renaissance is very much of today, yet already the
city has a watchful eye on the needs of tomorrow.
Much has been achieved in Manchester already,

Every successful city of the future will need an

but the real test of the city’s new growth will be

effective integrated transport system and

in its ability to anticipate future need and create

Manchester is providing a blueprint that many

the facilities that people will really want to use

other cities are watching with great interest.

and enjoy.

• Manchester Airport’s second runway is

A good example is the new Aquatics Centre on

already open.

Oxford Road. Clearly it will serve the

• Piccadilly Station is Railtrack’s largest current

Commonwealth Games in 2002 but that’s not

single property investment a total renovation

where the story ends. This world class facility is

that will include new retail

a valuable long-term resource not only for

areas and extra car parking.

Manchester’s residents, but also for the city’s

• To further integrate city

60,000 student community, the largest higher

centre transport a state of the

education campus in Europe.

art interchange is about to be

Britain’s exceptional success in world cycling has
a northern focus in the Manchester Velodrome,
while the new City of Manchester Stadium –
part of Sportcity and the centrepeice of the
XVII Commonwealth Games will of course be a
lasting sporting showpiece without parallel in
the UK.
These major venues along with G-Mex and the
MEN Arena, as well as making world-class
sporting facilities for the Commonwealth Games,
will provide a lasting legacy for the community
for years to come.

constructed at Shudehill.
• The M60 outer ring road is
now open, while work is
underway to complete the inner ring road.
• Metrolink – Manchester’s most spectacular
inner city transport success – is soon to be
extended across the conurbation, bringing more
potential customers within public transport
reach of the city centre.
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Manchester is a city transformed. A thriving cosmopolitan
European city with energy, dynamism, vision and a proven
commitment to continued improvement through partnership.

In conjunction with

Much has been achieved over the last five years and much more will be achieved in the next five years.
Manchester is rich in opportunities for forward-looking businesses, particularly in up and coming areas
such as Piccadilly, Southern Gateway, the Northern Quarter and perhaps most dramatically Spinningfields,
which will reshape a major part of the city centre between Deansgate and the River Irwell.
You really can’t afford not to be here.
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